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THE RACES OF ANCIENT INDIA.

O

F

Mahabharata: Shantiparvan 6<}34.
THE

Brahmans,

white is the color;

of the Kshattriyas,

red; of the Vaishyas, yellow is the color; of the Shudras,
black.

There was no difference of colors; formerly all this world was
put forth divine by the Evolver; it came to be colored through
works.
They who were fond of love and feasts, fiery, warlike, fierce,
undutiful, red-limbed,-these twice-born became Kshattriyas.
Those who relied on cattle for a livelihood, who were yellow,
who lived by ploughing, who were undutiful,-these twice-born
became Vaishyas.
Those who were fond of injury and unrighteousness, greedy,
living by any work, black, fallen from purity,-these twice-born
became Shudras.

Duty,

£n these verses, means the station £n life to wh£ch

pleased the Brahmanz"cal hz"erarchy to call the other classes.

z"t

THE LOTUS OF THE TEACHING.

A
O

'Taittiriya Upanisbad.
Bless us

ill.

Mitra;

bless us Varuna;

bless us Aryaman;

bless us Indra, Vrhaspati; bless us wide-stepping Vishnu.
Obeisance to the Eternal; obeisance to thee, Breath; thou

art verily the manifested Eternal.
fested Eternal.

I will declare thee, the mani

I will declare the true.

I will declare the real.

May that guard me; may that guard the Speaker; may it guard
me; may it guard the Speaker.
Om.
Peace.
Peace.
Peace.
We shall declare the teaching: Color, sound; the measure, the
force; the word, the expansion;

this is called the study of the

teaching.
With us is radiance;

with

us, the shining

of

the

Eternal.

Then we shall declare the hidden teaching of unions, in its five
qualities: for the worlds, the fires, the wisdoms, the births, the
body.

These they call the great unions.

So, as to the worlds.

Earth is the first form; heaven, the last

form; shining ether, their uniting; the great Breath joins them.
Thus for the worlds.
Then as to the fires.
the last form;
them.

Earthly fire is the first form; the sun,

the waters, their uniting;

the electric fire joins

Thus for the fires.
The

Then as to wisdoms.

Master

is the first form;

he

who dwells beside him, the last form; the wisdom, their uniting;
the declaring of it joins them.
Then as to births.

Thus for the wisdoms.

Mother is the first form; Father, the second

form; what is born, their uniting; the engendering joins them.
Thus for births.
Then as to the body.

The lower jaw is the first form; the

upper jaw, the last form; voice is their uniting; the tongue joins
them.

Thus for the body.

These are the great unions.

He who knows the great unions

thus declared is united with offspring, cattle, the shining of the
Eternal, the food and the rest, the heaven world.
He who is the ruler of the hymns, born more immortal than
the hymns,-may he Indra enkindle me with wisdom.
one, may I become the receptacle of immortality.
be vitalized.

May my tongue be honey-sweet.

0 bright

May my body

May I hear \Yell

with both ears.
Thou art

the veil of

the

Eternal,

Guard well the wisdom heard by me.

endowed

with wisdom.

May the power that makes
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the garment of the Self, wide extended, bringing my vestures
and cattle, guard me, giving me food and drink; may that power
bring- me wealth of well-clad flocks.

That power I invoke.

�lay they who serve the Eternal come to me.

That power I

invoke.
That power I

May t hey who serve the Eternal pervade me.
invoke.

May they who serve the Eternal shine forth in me.

That

power I invoke.
May they who serve the Eternal give me self-control.

That

power I invoke.
May they who serve the Eternal bring me peace.

That power

I invoke.
May I become the shining in men.
May I become better than riches.

That power I invoke.
That power I invoke.

May I come onward to thee, divine wealth.

That power I

invoke.
May that divine wealth come onward to me.

That power I

invoke.
In this thousand-branched power, divine wealth, in thee shall
I become clean.
As the waters,

forward flowing,- as the months, enter the

consumer of days,-so may they who serve the Eternal come to
me, approaching from all sides.

That power I invoke.

Thou

art our dwelling; shine forth in me; come near to me.
Earth, mid-world, heaven,-there are these three names.

The

son of Mahachamasa reveals the fourth; it is Mighty, it is Eternal,
it is the Self.

Its members are the other shining ones.

Earth is this world; the mid-world is the interspace; heaven is
the other world; the Mighty is the Sun.

For from this Sun all

three worlds draw their might.
Then Earth is fire; the mid-world is the breath; heaven is the
sun;

the Mighty is the moon.

For from the moon the other

lights draw their might.
Then Earth is the Rig; the mid-world is the Sama; heaven is
the

Yajur; the

Mighty is the Eternal.

For from the Eternal all

the Vedas draw their might.
Then earth is the forward-life; the mid-world is the downward
life; heaver. is the distributing-life; the Mighty is the food.

For

from the food all the lives draw their might.
These verily are these four, fourfold ; four names for each of
the four.

He who knows these, knows the Eternal.

bright ones bring their offerings to him.

All the
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There is this shining ether in the inner being.

Therein is this

spirit formed of mind, immortal, golden.
Inward, in the palate, the organ that hangs down like a nipple,
-this is a birth-place of Indra.

And there, where the dividing

of the hair turns round, extending upward to the crown of the
head.
Earth rests in fire; the mid-world in the breath; heaven in the
Sun;

the Mighty in the Eternal.

He gains royal power over

himself, he gains lordship of mind, he is lord of voice, he is lord
of the eye, he is lord of hearing, lord of knowledge;

then he

becomes the Eternal, bodied in shining ether, the real Self, who
delights in life, who is mind, who is bliss; whose wealth is immortal
peace.
Earth, interspace, heaven, space, the spaces between ;
breath, sun, moon, the star-mansions;

fire,

waters, lesser growths,

greater growths, shining ether, the Self,-there in the realm of
being.
Then in the realm of the Self.
life,

downward-life,

mind, voice,

The forward-life, distributing

upward-life,

touch;

skin,

flesh,

uniting-life;
sinew,

seeing,

bone,

ascertained these divisions, the seer declared:

hearing,

muscle;

having

Fivefold, verily, is

all this; by the fivefold he enkindles the fivefold.

Om;

thus the Eternal is designated.

O m;

the All.

O m;

they say; thus they command.

thus the hymns of praise proclaim.
ings makes reply.

Om;

O m;

thus is designated

thus affirmation is expressed.

Om;

Command also,

the Sama hymns sing.

Om;

O m;

thus the priest of offer

thus the aspiration goes forth in praise.

thus he orders the sacrifice of

fire.

Om;

thus says the

knower of the Eternal, about to recite the Vedas: May I gain the
Eternal.

He, verily, gains the Eternal.

Righteousness, study, teaching;

truth, study, teaching;

fer

vor, study, teaching; self-control, study, teaching; peacefulness,
study,

teaching;

study, teaching;

teaching;

the fire-offering,

hospitality, study, teaching;

the

fires,

study,

humanity, study,

teaching; beings, study, teaching; their coming into being, study,
teaching; their being, study, teaching.
As to truth,

Satyavachas Rathitaras spoke.

Taponitya Paurushishti spoke.
Maudgalya spoke.

As to fervor,

As to study and teaching, Naka

This is fervor; this, verily, is fervor.

I am as the life of the tree; my glory is like the mountain-top;
I am purified in my root;
am full of

wisdom,

I am immortal, wealth, splendor.

immortal,

declaration of wisdom.

unfading.

I

This is Trishanku's

FIRST LESSONS IN THE MYSTERIES.
Teaching him wisdom,
draws near him:
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the Master thus instructs him who

Speak truth;

fulfil the law;

stray not from

earnest study; bringing the wealth dear to the Master, cut not off
the thread of being.

From truth err not; from the law err not;

from well-being err not; from strength err not; from study and
teaching err not.
Err not from the works for gods and fathers;

take on the

divinity of the mother; take on the divinity of the father; take on
the divinity of the Master; take on the divinity of the guest.
Whatever deeds are blameless, these are to be followed, not
others.

Whatever deeds we have done well,

these are to be

followed by thee, not others.
Whatever knowers of the Eternal are more favored than we,
thou shalt honor them by giving a resting-place to them; thou
shalt give it with faith; thou shalt not give it without faith; thou
shalt give it with grace; thou shalt give it with modesty; thou
shalt give it with fear; thou shalt give it with learning.

And if

thou hast doubts about deeds or doubts about conduet, whatever
knowers of the Eternal are of sound judgment, attached, unat
tached, controlled, lovers of the law,-as they would aet in these
things, so shalt thou aet.
And among designations, whatever knowers of the Eternal are
of sound judgment,

attached,

unattached,

controlled,

lovers of

the law,-as they would aCt in these things, so shalt thou aet.
This is the teaching, this the counsel, this the hidden wisdom,
this the instruCtion, this is what is to be followed; this verily is to
be followed.
Om.
Bless us Mitra; bless us Varuna; bless us Aryaman;
bless us Indra, Vrhaspati; bless us wide-stepping Vishnu.

Obeis

ance to the Eternal; obeisance to thee, Breath, thou art verily the
manifested Eternal.

I have declared thee the manifested Eternal.

I have declared the true, I have declared the real.
guarded me, that has guarded the Speaker.

That has

It has guarded me,

it has guarded the Speaker.
Om.
Peace.
Peace.
Peace.

FIRST LESSONS IN THE MYSTERIES.

I

N

From
STUDYING

the Tai"ttiriya Upanishad.

these Books of

Hidden

Wisdom,

one is divided

between two opinions: Are the truths and intuitions of life
that they convey somewhat carefully hidden, so that only by

rather close study one may come to an ·mderstanding of what they
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have to teach; or are they, on the contrary, so openly and frankly
expressed that no one having any understanding at all of what
they teach can possibly fail to comprehend and assimilate them?
Both opinions are probably true.

There are passages so clear,

so full of light, so "radiantly shining, " to use the words of the
Upanishads themselves, that no one whose mind has become in
any degree a mirror for higher things can fail to catch their light.
While, on the other hand, there are passages, not so much of
deliberately concealed meaning,

as of

complex and profound

nature, whose full significance can only be perceh'ed in the light
of many other passages, each of which catches a ray from one
side of the light of truth, so that only by the reUnion of all the
rays can their truth shine in its fulness.
Nor is the different quality of these two classes of passages
left to be decided by pure chance.
the truth.

Nothing could be further from

On the contrary, the passages most full of " radiant

shining" contain just the truths that must shine to us first out of
the darkness, truths like these:

Find the true Self behind the

habitual self; the true Self is born not, nor dies, but is immortal,
immemorial, ancient; the true Self is the Eternal,-that thou art.
When we have taken these truths home, and made them free
holders of our spirits, so that we know them inwardly, by their
own light, by the light of that very Self that is the Eternal, then
the whole of life slowly and gradually takes on another face;
everything

round us in this complicated,

many-colored world

begins to acquire a new and different value and significance.

We

begin at first to guess, and then clearly to see that life is not at all
what we believed it to be, what we were told it was, but some
thing quite other; something far more full of young, quickening
vigor, and sweeping, tremendous power that we had believed; and
as this awakening gathers force without and within us, we begin
to guess strange secrets of the building of the worlds, and how
they lie wrapped in the Self that is the Eternal.
Only after one has begun to see this new face of the world can
one understand at all what has been said about it by others to
whom this same shining light has appeared.

And it is this under

standing itself which is the key to all riddles and mysteries;

a

key

that can neither be stolen nor given away, but which each one
must make or win for himself to the best of his power.
greatest truth of all is oneness.

The

A truth that can hardly be com

municated, or gained any other way than by a dawning intuition
within the soul, an awakening sense of real and intimate unity
\Yith all that is.

FIR.ST LES.SONS IN THE MYSTERIES.

15

I

Yet, in spite of this oneness, life and the world seem wonder
fully varied and changing, always and ever mutable, in perpetual
ebb and flow.

The one, the real, is presenting itself to us in

many ways, in varied vestures, under different veils, in constantly
changing disguises.
But as it is the eternal One that wears these veils and vestures
and disguises, there is a clearly visible oneness running through
them all; as an actor has the same gait and figure in many parts.
So that we may group the vestures and disguises into series of
types, and then compare them together according to their cor
responding degrees of nearness to,

or farness from, the infinite

simplicity of the One.
By this grouping of the types of veil and disguise that the
One wears in manifested existence, we shall gradually build up a
conception of the form and charaCter of the universe; a sacred
science of things as they are- sacred, because nothing is holier
than the real.

To this science of things as they are, no one can

have access but they who have taken the first step towards seeing
things as they are, who have divined the oneness between their
real self and the Self of all beings.

Therefore every record of

this science will be a closed book to all who have not divined this
first secret; while it will be increasingly plain to all who share
the secret, in proportion to the force and luminousness of their
insight.
The Taittiriya Upanishad seems to be some such record of the
sacred science.
broken

thoughts,

Here and there, there are broken sentences,
half-developed

comparisons,

abruptly

inter

rupted and fragmentary teachings, as if the hand of time or some
other despoiler had borne heavily upon the pages of the record,
destroying much and hiding much from sight.

Yet, though much

has been destroyed, much remains, making this Book of Hidden
Wisdom a series of 1ight-flashes, calling up the hidden memories
in our hearts, leading us to an understanding of things as they
are.
Much will become plain, in this school-book of the mysteries,
by comparison with other records of the sacred sciences, and,
more than all, by comparison with other parts of the Upanishads
themselves.

One intuition in particular we shall find running all

through the teaching, as the great Breath runs through the three
worlds.

This is the teaching of the manifesting of the Self in a

graduated harmony of steps or worlds; a teaching of which very
much has been said in commenting on other Upanishads.

And

this teaching illustrates very well the distinetion between open
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and hidden science, the latter only intelligible to those who have
in some degree caught the light of the Self.

The simplest form

of this teaching is that side of it that refers to the fields of con
sciousness of the Self: waking, dreaming, dreamlessness, and the
fourth, which is no state but the Self itself.
Until the reality, independence, self-existence of the Self is in
some degree divined, this teaching is unintelligible.

For even

the first step of it, the idea that the manifold, waking, outward
world is the lowest mode of the Self, can only be comprehended
after it is known that the Self is.

Till this knowledge of the

Self is gained, it will be believed that the outward, waking world
is real, seif-existent, independent; and that the sense of self-hood
in us is an accident of the reality.

Then of dreaming.

When the

Self is known, it is seen that dreaming is but another mode of
manifesting of the Self, a mode of consciousness freed from the
tyranny of space; and that the external "realities" of waking life
are only frozen dreams,
which stands above space.

to be presently thawed by the spirit
Then again, dreamlessness.

People

would describe it as the vanishing of something; the disappearance
of

the outward things that made up the two other worlds of

waking and dream.

It is, in fact, a disappearance of something;

but that something is a double unreality, so that dreamlessness is
two degrees nearer the Real than waking, and one degree nearer
than dream.

This initial lesson depends, as we have seen, on the

preliminary understanding of the reality of the Self;
reality is known by first-hand knowledge,

the

till

that

teaching

that

dreamlessness is a far more vivid reality than waking life will
seem mere nonsense and incoherency.
With this initial lesson of the three steps to the Self, the three
worlds where the Self shines with divided light, the Taittiriya
U panishad is largely engaged;

and,

though the opening and

closing sentences of this chapter are probably of a different origin
and period,

the same idea runs through them also.

We may

illustrate this by saying that the initials of Mitra, Varuna, and
Aryaman, taken in reverse order, from the sacred syllable; that
Indra and Vrhaspati are names of the higher Self of dreamless
reality, Indra being the lord of the azure sphere of the sky, and
thus the ruler;

Vrhaspati corresponding to the planet

J upiter,

and being, besides, the Teacher of the "bright ones", as Indra is
their ruler.

Then again "wide-stepping" Vishnu,

who strides

across the firmament in three paces, is the thread-Self who knits
the repeated births together, and becomes manifest through the
three times and the three worlds.

These three steps of Vishnu
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are, we are told, a myth of the sun; yes, but then the sun is a
myth of the Self.

Then again it is not hard to discern the mean

ing of this: '' Obeisance to the Eternal; obeisance to thee, Breath;
thou art, verily, the manifested Eternal."
life.

Being is manifested as

The Eternal is Being, the great Breath, "he who sleeps in

the Mother," is life made manifest in space.
The first sentence of the Upanishad itself, following this bene
dietion, is not less clear,
Upanishads are seized.

once certain broad intuitions of the

The life becomes manifest through form;

as sound, through color; as force, through measure; as the ex
pansive power of the Evolver, through the Evolver's "sister and
bride," the feminine, passive Word.
Thus the world and the worlds begin to come into being.
Then the five unions or colleetivities.

In each case, there are the

three grades or steps to the Self, pervaded by a power or energy
of the Self.

First the "union" of the three worlds: earth,

waking life; dreamless life or heaven; and,
extremes,

the

mid-world,

the dream-world,

or

between these two
the

mirror-world,

refleeting earth from beneath, and heaven from above; the great
Breath,-manifested life,-joins them all three, and knits them
together.
Then the three fires.

Earthly fire, the energy of vital life;

the fire in the waters,-the fire of desire in the waters of emo
tional life; and the sun, the steady light of intuition.

All three,

modes of the electric fire, the manifested will of the Self.
Then in exaet harmony with these,
reached dreamless reality, lit by the

the Master,

fire of

who has

intuition,

stands

above the pupil; .the teaching is the link; the declaring of it joins
them together.

The description of the pupil as "he who dwells

beside, on the verge of, the Master" is a very graphic and lumin
ous image.

The pupil is he who has already passed over the

verge into the circle of light that surrounds the Master, and is to
that extent a partaker of his light.

Here, as always, the Master

is the higher Self, or one in whom the higher Self is luminous,
who speaks the language of the higher Self, whose will is the
power of the higher Self.
Father, Mother, Child; again an admirable figure.

Father is

heaven; Mother, earth; the Child is the life engendered between
them; the riches of the Self, born of

the union of

these two

powers of the Self.
Then the flocks and herds and offspring that belong to him
who knows this union; here, as elsewhere, flocks and herds, the
wealth of a pastoral people, are mystically used for the mystical
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wealth of

the awakened Self, the "fruits of the spirit."

''children"

are new births;

blameless '' sons"

The

are new births

spent in the gaining of wisdom.
Indra who is to enkindle with wisdom, to make us receptacles
of immortality, is again the Sky-lord, the higher Self.

It is not

difficult to divine the meaning of what follows, in the prayer to
Indra: "May my body be vitalized, may my tongue be sweet as
honey; may I hear well with both ears."

This is the tongue that

speaks, the ears that hear, in the presence of the Masters, the
ministers of new life ruled by the higher Self.
Then follows the long invocation to the higher Self,-the "veil
of the Eternal"- who brings the new vestures and the ''flocks
and herds"

of

mystic power; this changes to an invocation of

those in whom the higher Self is manifest, the "servants of the
Eternal."
ExaCtly such an invocation must be made by the intuition and
will; by the will, as motive power and executive force, guided by
the intuition as leader and light; or rather by the single power
which is at once will and intuition.
less determination to become
higher Self

There must be a steady, self

consciously and completely that

which we divine that we really are;

to open our

windows to the light, our hearts to the power, of that Self; to
make the personal self fade away before, and disappear into, the
higher Self.

The understanding of

this we have already;

it

remains to make it a living reality by the victories of the will;
victories to be gained by steady, unrelaxed aspiration and deter
mination.

The tyrannous obstacles in time and space must be

melted away and overcome; no mere lapse of time can accomplish
this, for the illusion of time is one of the very obstacles in the
path, and must fade away into the eternal now of the timeless,
everliving Self.
The invocation is again followed by the teaching of three
worlds, the three steps to the Self, in another form.
Then comes a very curious and remarkable passage: ''There
is this shining ether in the inner being.

Therein is this spirit

formed of mind, immortal, golden.
'' Inward, in the palate, the organ that hangs down like a
nipple,-this is the birthplace of Indra.
"And there, where the dividing of the hair turns round,
extending upwards to the crown of the head.
To make this quite clear,

we should have to touch on the

question of the higher vestures of the Self, their intimate con
neCtion with the outermost vesture, and the centres or organs in
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the head through which the higher vestures come into actual
relation with the outer, physical vesture; one organ being thus
the outer doorway to the mid-world;
world of the causal, intuitional Self.

the other, to the divine

Both doors must be opened

from within; after the unity of the Self has been realized.

Till

this is done, till unity, the supreme talisman of safety, is won,
any study of the "doors" is worse than useless.
The rest of the chapter is a series of finger-points along the
path of right understanding, toward the comprehension of unity.

THE EARLY RACES.

HEN

W

'l)ayu Purana: IX, 123-180.

these dwelling places were made,

they also

made

houses; and as before they had tree-like dwellings, which
served as houses for them;

So, thinking the thing over again and again, they began to do
this: as some of the branches were grown upwards, and as other
branches were bent;
And as some branches had grown straight, and others were
crooked, thinking the thing over intelligently and entering into
it, just as the branches of

the tree grew;

In the same way branches were bent by them, and thus they
succeeded in making sheds and houses also.
And they were called 'sheds' from the 'shade' of the branches,
-this mad e them sheds; and as their minds were 'complacent '
therein, and as they gave 'complacency' to their minds;
Therefore, their houses and sheds were called 'palaces; ' they
made them to keep out extremes of heat and cold,

and then

bethought them of means of subsistence.
When the 'trees of the age,' along with their honey, had dis
appeared, the people were affiieted by dejeetion, and troubled by
hunger and thirst.

Then an excellence of the second age pre

sented itself to them in its turn; and this excellent,-rain when
they wished for it,-provided them with another means of sub
sistence.
The rainwater that collected in the hollows,

came out as

springs and streams and rivers, on account of the rain.
Thus the rivers began to flow at the coming of the second gift,
the outpouring of rain.
the surface of the earth.

Then the first drops of water reached
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And from this marriage of the waters and the earth, plants
were born;

and these plants produced flowers and roots and

fruits.
Without ploughing or sowing, fourteen kinds of garden and
forest plants appeared, producing flowers and fruits in season;
bushes and trees also appeared.
This was the first birth of herbage in the second age; and on
this herbage the people subsisted then, in the second age.
Thereafter arose among them rage and greed on all hands;
this was through a power beyond their control, through the power
of the second age.

Then they seized on the rivers and the fields

and the hills; on the trees and bushes and plants also, each using
force to the extent of his ability.
These perfeet selves whom I have spoken of before, in the
first age, the mind-born sons of the Evolver, who came forth from
the man-world;
Who were quiet or fiery or busy or sorrowful, they, returning
again, were born in the second age.
They became Brahmans, Kshattriyas, Vais hyas
evil men;

,

Shudras, and

they took being according to their deeds in former

births, whether fair or foul.
They who had no force, but were yet truthful in conduet and
harmles,:, whose greed was gone, who were self-conquered, dwelt
among them.

And others who had little li ght

,

seized on them,

and oppressed them; then they came into opposition to each other.
By their fault, as they quarrelled among themselves, the plants
were destroyed; for they seized them in their fists as missiles.
And the earth ate up, through the power of the age, the four
teen kinds of garden and forest plants; because they grasped at
the fruit and the flowers and the leaves together.
Then when they were destroyed, the people were famished,
and they went to the Self-being, the Ruler, the Lord of beings,
because they were afflieted with hunger;
They went begging for subsistence, at the beginning of the
second age.

The Evolver, the Self-being, the gracious one, knew

what were their thoughts;
And perceiving by clear insight, by direet vision, what was
right to be done, he again milked forth the plants that had been
eaten up by the earth.
With Sumeru as calf, he milked the earth; this cow then,
through that milking, brought forth seeds upon the earth.
And these seeds produced garden and forest plants once more;
these were seventeen plants including hemp, which end when the
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[The plants are enumerated.]

produced at the beginning of the second age.

These were

Without plough

ing or sowing grew these garden and £::.r
. est plants on all sides;
trees also, bushes, lianas, grasses, plants bearing roots and plants
bearing leaves.
They received those whose roots are their fruits, and those
that bear fruit and flowers.

These were milked from the earth of

old by the Self-being.
Here on the earth grew these plants, bearing flowers and fruit
in due season.

Then these plants thus put forth grew no more.

Then for subsistence for them, the Self-being again produced
means of subsistence;

the gracious one, the Evolver, devised

subsistence for them, the fruit of their toil, born of work.

Thence

forth plants sprang up after ploughing and sowing.

So this

means of subsistence of theirs became successful.
The Self-being set limits for them, according to the tendencies
that began to come forth in each relatively.

Some among them

rapacious and addieted to killing;
Given to protea others,-these he ordained to be Kshattriyas.
There were others who served these without fear.
They, speaking truth and saying prayers with regularity,
became Brahmans.

There were others of little vigor , theirs was

the work of Vaishyas, appointed to them.
They who, as cultivators, had wearied the earth and destroyed
much, were called Vaishyas and became providers of substance.
They who were sorrowful, who ran about busied with servile
works; of little vigor, of little might, these he declared to be
Shudras.
But

Their works and duties the Evolver ordained to them.

after

this system of

four

classes

had

been

completely

regulated.
These people, becoming infatuated, fell away from their duties;
not living according to the duties of their classes, they came into
confliet:.
Becoming conscious that this was so, the Evolver, the Lord,
ordained power, justice, and war as the duty of the Ksahttriyas.
Then he appointed the rites of sacrifice, study, and the re
ceipt of presents as sacred duties of Brahmans.
Tending
duty of

cattle, commerce, agriculture, he appointed as the

Vaishyas;

arts,

crafts,

service,

he ordained for

the

Shudras.
Brahmans, Kshattriyas and Vaishyas had to praetice sacrifice,
study and gifts alike.
Having thus ordained their duties and works on earth,

the
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Self- being further appointed to them abodes in other worlds for
their perfection.
To the ritual-practicing Brahmans was allotted the world of
the Lord of

beings;

the world of the Sky-lord for Kshattriyas

who turned not back in battle.
The world of the storm gods for the Vaishyas who fulfil well
their duties;

the world of celestial nymphs for Shudras

who

adhere to their servile duties.
Having allotted these abodes to the peoples who maintained
the duties of their classes, he divided the classes into orders.
In olden times, the Lord of beings instituted the four orders:
householder, student, forest-dwell er,

wanderer.

To those who fulfil not here the duties of their classes, those
who abide in the four orders give the name of

destroyers of

works.
The Evolver established the four orders, each according to its
name; to make them more intelligible, he declared their duties.
He
rites.

declared

also their methods of

procedure and various

First the order of householder, belonging to all the four

classes;
It is the foundation and source of the three other orders, them

I shall declare with the duties of each.

LOVERS O F THE EAST.
HENRY THOMAS COLEBROOKE.

SATIRICAL

A

1765-1837.
critic of our orientalists once said that their capacity,

like the Word divine in the heavens, had three grades: they
could edit a text supremely well;

they could translate it

indifferently well; they could elucidate it quite the reverse of well;
or, in other words, their elucidations brought not light, but rather
darkness visible.
The same critic went on to compare these grades of capability
with the three vestures of the Self; the text was the physical vest
ure, hence they of the waking, physical world were supremely
competent to deal ·with the text; the translation required a reflect
ing of the text in the mirror-world, the world between earth <md
heaven, to which these hardened students had but faulty access:
the elucidating of the text required something more, it required
an assimilating or the thought and inspiration that had brought the
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text into being, a unity with its causal nature in the divine world;
and from this unity the hardened students were debarred by theo
logical or scientific or material crystallization, which is the most
hopeless of all conditions of life, however great be the beauty of
the crystal.

We are far from agreeing with this view in its total

ity, as a great many of our scholars are by no means so competent
to edit a text as this critic supposes, while some of them in rare
and high moments, do really rise to the full inspiration of the
original.
But broadly, and applied to scholars of the better sort,
criticism is very just.

this

They are infinitely more competent to edit

a text than' to understand it, if it deals with high aspirations and
inspirations; for the scholar's nature,-profound appreciation of
the letter,-is the very opposite of inspiration which is of the spirit.
And the followers of inspiration generally seek it at first-hand,
in the divine things of to-day, not at second-hand, in the records
of the divine things of long ago.
bines both of these ways.

The real path of safety com

Gain wisdom, inspiration, for yourself;

compare it, complete it, by a study of the wisdom of others, of
the whole human race,-the best that has been thought since the
world began.
To do this, one must first know accurately what the long ago
world did think;

for this, we must search its records, edit its

texts, and gain a very precise knowledge of the meaning

and

value of its words; in other words, we must thoroughly master
the letter, before we can really enter into the spirit.

Here is the

value of Colebrooke's work in Oriental, and especially in Sanskrit
studies:

he was the first student to apply to Sanskrit a really

sound, scholarly, honest and accurate method; the first to seize,
with vivid force, the idea of seeing the texts as they really are;
of

finding out what their words actually mean; of ascertaining

the real values of forms, technical phrases, turns of expressions,
grammatical changes and the like.
Hence no one can negleEt Colebrooke and his work, when
speaking of a really sound study of Sanskrit.

Brahma is called

the grandfather of the universe; Colebrooke has an equal right to
be called the grandfather of Sanskrit dictionaries and grammars.

L ik e A n q u e til Duperron and Sir William Jones, Colebrooke
opened the door of the East with the key of the Persian language,
which was then, far more t ha n
macy and intercourse.

It

\\·as

1,ow,

the t ong u e of Asiatic diplo

only in 1793, aft er eleven. years'

residence in India, that he began t o study Sarn;krit.

And, from

the very Erst, the outward forms of things seemed to h:.i.ve inter-
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ested him far more than the spirit; he studied almost everything
Indian but the one thing supremely worth studying, the sane and
high philosophy of old Vedic days, with its lofty inspiration and
profound intuition.
A critical Grammar and dictionary of Sanskrit, learned studies
of

Hindu law, of

the algebra of the Hindus, and a series of

miscellaneous essays touching on numberless subjects of curious
and interesting research, as well as an account of Hindu religious
ceremonies, are set to his credit; but far the most valuable part
of his work is the ascertaining of the exact forms and meanings of
Sanskrit words, so abundantly contributed to by his dictionary
and grammatical labors.

The true work of understanding the

texts and drawing out their real value for our own use, only
begins where this dictionary and grammar work ends; but with
out this clearing and measuring of the foundations, no inhabitable
house of eastern knowledge could be built.

Here is Colebrooke's

translation of a famous Vedic hymn:
"Then there was no entity nor nonentity; no world, nor sky,
nor ought above it; nothing anywhere in the happiness of anyone,
involving or involved;
was not;
night.

Death

But THAT breathed without affiation, single with her who

is within him.
been.

nor water deep and dangerous.

nor then was immortality; nor distinction of day or
Other than him, nothing existed which since has

Darkness there was; for this Universe was enveloped with

darkness, and was undistinguishable like fluids mixed in waters;
but that mass, which was covered by the husk, was at length
produced by the power of contemplation.

First,

desire was

formed in his mind, and that became the original productive seed;
which the wise, recognizing it by the intellect in their hearts, dis
tinguish in non-entity.

Did the luminous ray of these creative

acts expand in the middle? or above? or below?

That productive

seed at once became providence (or sentient souls) and matter (or
the elements): she, who is sustained within himself, was superior.
Who knows exactly, and who shall in this world declare, whence
and why this creation took place?

The gods are subsequent to

the production of this world; then who can know whence it pro
ceeded? or whence this varied world arose? or whether it up
holds itself or not?

He who in the highest heaven is the ruler of

this universe, does indeed know;
this knowledge."

but not another can possess

